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Bungie—Destiny (2013)



CD Projekt RED—The Witcher 3 (2015)



Naughty Dog—The Last of Us (Remastered, 2014)



Valve—Portal (2007)



Ubisoft—Child of Light (2014)





How To Draw a Triangle, c. 1985

Transform vertices to screen coordinates 

Find all the pixels covered by the triangle 

Fill all the pixels with the triangle’s color



How To Draw a Triangle, c. 1988

Perform lighting calculations to find vertex colors 

Transform vertices to screen coordinates 

Find all the pixels covered by the triangle 

Fill all unoccluded pixels with the interpolated vertex colors 
and depth



How To Draw a Triangle, c. 1992

Perform lighting calculations to find vertex colors 

Transform vertices to screen coordinates 

Find all the pixels covered by the triangle 

Look up a texture map value 

Fill all unoccluded pixels with a function of the texture and the interpolated 
vertex colors, as well as the depth



How To Draw a Triangle, c. 1999

Perform elaborate lighting calculations to find vertex colors 

Transform vertices to screen coordinates 

Find all the pixels covered by the triangle 

Look up a value from one or more 1D, 2D, or 3D texture maps 

Fill all unoccluded pixels with a complicated, adjustable function of the 
textures and the interpolated vertex colors, as well as the depth



Pixar—Ratatouille (2007)



How To Draw a Triangle in 2001

Execute a vertex program over all the vertices 

Find all the pixels covered by the triangle 

Execute a fragment program over all those pixels 

Fill all unoccluded pixels with the resulting color and depth





Development of Hardware Capabilities
Workstation era 

• ’85–’87: transform and render flat-shaded points, lines, polygons (no z buffer)

• ’88–’91: transform, light, and render smooth shaded polygons

• ’92–: transform, light, and render texture-mapped, antialiased polygons


PC era 
• ’95–’98: render texture-mapped polygons

• ’99–’00: transform, light, and render texture-mapped, antialiased polygons

• ’01–’06: execute vertex and fragment shaders over antialiased polygons

• ’07–’09: execute vertex, geometry, and fragment shaders over antialiased polygons

• ’10–: execute vertex, geometry, tesselation, and fragment shaders over antialiased polygons

App Vertex Rasterize Fragment Blend Frame 
buffer

Geom
+Tess



ITRS International Roadmap Committee Overview  23 
 

THE INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP FOR SEMICONDUCTORS:  2013 
LINK TO ITRS 2013 FULL EDITION DETAILS 

 
Figure ORTC1 2013 ITRS—DRAM and Flash Memory Half Pitch Trends 

 

 
Figure ORTC2 2011 ITRS—MPU/ASIC Half Pitch and Gate Length Trends 
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SGI RealityEngine Architecture (1992)

geometry

board

Command

Processor

Geometry

Engines
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System Bus

video

raster memory boardraster memory board

Figure 1. Board-level block diagram of an intermediate configu-

ration with 8 Geometry Engines on the geometry board, 2 raster

memory boards, and a display generator board.

2 Architecture

The RealityEngine system is a 3, 4, or 6 board graphics accelerator

that is installed in a MIPS RISC workstation. The graphics system

and one or more MIPS processors are connected by a single system

bus. Figure 1 is a board-level block diagram of the RealityEngine

graphics accelerator. The geometry board comprises an input FIFO,

the Command Processor, and 6, 8, or 12 Geometry Engines. Each

raster memory board comprises 5 Fragment Generators (each with

its own complete copy of the texture memory), 80 Image Engines,

and enough framebuffer memory to allocate 256 bits per pixel to a

framebuffer. The display generator board supports all

video functions, including video timing, genlock, color mapping,

and digital-to-analog conversion. Systems can be configured with

1, 2, or 4 raster memory boards, resulting in 5, 10, or 20 Fragment

Generators and 80, 160, or 320 Image Engines.

To get an initial notion of how the system works, let’s follow

a single triangle as it is rendered. The position, color, normal,

and texture coordinate commands that describe the vertexes of the

triangle in object coordinates are queued by the input FIFO, then

interpreted by the Command Processor. The Command Processor

directs all of this data to one of the Geometry Engines, where the

coordinates andnormals are transformed to eye coordinates, lighted,

transformed to clip coordinates, clipped, and projected to window

coordinates. The associated texture coordinates are transformed

by a third matrix and associated with the window coordinates and

colors. Then window coordinate slope information regarding the

red, green, blue, alpha, depth, and texture coordinates is computed.

The projected triangle, ready for rasterization, is then output from

the Geometry Engine and broadcast on the Triangle Bus to the 5,

10, or 20 Fragment Generators. (We distinguish between pixels

generated by rasterization and pixels in the framebuffer, referring to

the former as fragments.) Each Fragment Generator is responsible

for the rasterization of 1/5, 1/10, or 1/20 of the pixels in the frame-

buffer, with the pixel assignments finely interleaved to insure that

even small triangles are partially rasterized by each of the Fragment

Generators. Each Fragment Generator computes the intersection of

the set of pixels that are fully or partially covered by the triangle and

the set of pixels in the framebuffer that it is responsible for, gener-

ating a fragment for each of these pixels. Color, depth, and texture

coordinates are assigned to each fragment based on the initial and

slopevalues computedby theGeometry Engine. A subsamplemask

is assigned to the fragment based on the portion of each pixel that

is covered by the triangle. The local copy of the texture memory is

indexed by the texture coordinates, and the 8 resulting samples are

reduced by linear interpolation to a single color value, which then

modulates the fragment’s color.

The resulting fragments, each comprising a pixel coordinate, a

color, a depth, and a coverage mask, are then distributed to the

Image Engines. Like the Fragment Generators, the Image Engines

are each assigned a fixed subset of the pixels in the framebuffer.

These subsets are themselves subsets of the Fragment Generator

allocations, so that each Fragment Generator communicates only

with the 16 Image Engines assigned to it. Each Image Engine

manages its own dynamic RAM that implements its subset of the

framebuffer. When a fragment is received by an Image Engine,

its depth and color sample data are merged with the data already

stored at that pixel, and a new aggregate pixel color is immediately

computed. Thus the image is complete as soon as the last primitive

has been rendered; there is no need for a final framebuffer operation

to resolve the multiple color samples at each pixel location to a

single displayable color.

Before describingeach of the rendering operations in more detail,

we make the following observations. First, after it is separated by

theCommandProcessor, the streamof rendering commandsmerges

only at the Triangle Bus. Second, triangles of sufficient size (a

function of the number of raster memory boards) are processed by

almost all the processors in the system, avoiding only 5, 7, or 11

Geometry Engines. Finally, small to moderate FIFO memories are

included at the input and output of each Geometry Engine, at the

input of each Fragment Generator, and at the input of each Image

Engine. These memories smooth the flow of rendering commands,

helping to insure that the processors are utilized efficiently.

2.1 Command Processor

That the Command Processor is required at all is primarily a func-

tion of the OpenGLTM [8][7] graphics language. OpenGL is modal,

meaning that much of the state that controls rendering is included

in the command stream only when it changes, rather than with

each graphics primitive. The Command Processor distinguishes

between two classes of this modal state. OpenGL commands that

are expected infrequently, such as matrix manipulations and light-

ing model changes, are broadcast to all the Geometry Engines.

OpenGL commands that are expected frequently, such as vertex

colors, normals, and texture coordinates, are shadowedby the Com-

mand Processor, and the current values are bundled with each ren-

dering command that is passed to an individual Geometry Engine.

The Command Processor also breaks long connected sequences of

line segments or triangles into smaller groups, each group passing

to a single Geometry Engine. The size of these groups is a trade-

off between the increased vertex processing efficiency of larger

groups (due to shared vertexes within a group) and the improved

load balancing that results from smaller groups. Finally, because

the Command Processor must interpret each graphics command, it

is also able to detect invalid command sequences and protect the

110



SGI InfiniteReality Architecture (1996)

RealityEngine; there are three distinct board types: the Geometry,

Raster Memory, and Display Generator boards (Figure 1).

The Geometry board comprises a host computer interface, com-

mand interpretation and geometry distribution logic, and four

Geometry Engine processors in a MIMD arrangement. Each Ras-

ter Memory board comprises a single fragment generator with a

single copy of texture memory, 80 image engines, and enough

framebuffer memory to allocate 512 bits per pixel to a 1280x1024

framebuffer. The display generator board contains hardware to

drive up to eight display output channels, each with its own video

timing generator, video resize hardware, gamma correction, and

digital-to-analog conversion hardware.

Systems can be configured with one, two or four raster memory

boards, resulting in one, two, or four fragment generators and 80,

160, or 320 image engines.

Figure 1: Board-level block diagram of the maximum

configuration with 4 Geometry Engines, 4 Raster Memory boards,

and a Display Generator board with 8 output channels.

2.1 Host Interface

There were significant system constraints that influenced the archi-

tectural design of InfiniteReality. Specifically, the graphics system

had to be capable of working on two generations of host platforms.

The Onyx2 differs significantly from the shared memory multipro-

cessor Onyx in that it is a distributed shared memory multiproces-

sor system with cache-coherent non-uniform memory access. The

most significant difference in the graphics system design is that the

Onyx2 provides twice the host-to-graphics bandwidth (400MB/sec

vs. 200MB/sec) as does Onyx. Our challenge was to design a sys-

tem that would be matched to the host-to-graphics data rate of the

Onyx2, but still provide similar performance with the limited I/O

capabilities of Onyx.

We addressed this problem with the design of the display list sub-

system. In the RealityEngine system, display list processing had

been handled by the host. Compiled display list objects were

stored in host memory, and one of the host processors traversed the

display list and transferred the data to the graphics pipeline using

programmed I/O (PIO).

With the InfiniteReality system, display list processing is handled

in two ways. First, compiled display list objects are stored in host

memory in such a way that leaf display objects can be “pulled”

into the graphics subsystem using DMA transfers set up by the

Host Interface Processor (Figure 1). Because DMA transfers are

faster and more efficient than PIO, this technique significantly

reduces the computational load on the host processor so it can be

better utilized for application computations. However, on the origi-

nal Onyx system, DMA transfers alone were not fast enough to

feed the graphics pipe at the rate at which it could consume data.

The solution was to incorporate local display list processing into

the design.

Attached to the Host Interface Processor is 16MB of synchronous

dynamic RAM (SDRAM). Approximately 15MB of this memory

is available to cache leaf display list objects. Locally stored display

lists are traversed and processed by an embedded RISC core.

Based on a priority specified using an OpenGL extension and the

size of the display list object, the OpenGL display list manager

determines whether or not a display list object should be cached

locally on the Geometry board. Locally cached display lists are

read at the maximum rate that can be consumed by the remainder

of the InfiniteReality pipeline. As a result, the local display list

provides a mechanism to mitigate the host to graphics I/O bottle-

neck of the original Onyx. Note that if the total size of leaf display

list objects exceeds the resident 15MB limit, then some number of

objects will be pulled from host memory at the reduced rate.

2.2 Geometry Distribution

The Geometry Distributor (Figure 1) passes incoming data and

commands from the Host Interface Processor to individual Geome-

try Engines for further processing. The hardware supports both

round-robin and least-busy distribution schemes. Since geometric

processing requirements can vary from one vertex to another, a

least-busy distribution scheme has a slight performance advantage

over round-robin. With each command, an identifier is included

which the Geometry-Raster FIFO (Figure 1) uses to recreate the

original order of incoming primitives.

2.3 Geometry Engines

When we began the design of the InfiniteReality system, it became

apparent that no commercial off-the-shelf floating point processors

were being developed which would offer suitable price/perfor-

mance. As a result, we chose to implement the Geometry Engine

Processor as a semicustom application specific integrated circuit

(ASIC).

The heart of the Geometry Engine is a single instruction multiple

datapath (SIMD) arrangement of three floating point cores, each of

which comprises an ALU and a multiplier plus a 32 word register

Fragment Generator Fragment Generator Fragment Generator Fragment Generator

Vertex Bus

Image
Engines

Geometry!Raster FIFO

Geometry
Engine

Geometry
Engine

Geometry
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Geometry
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NVIDIA G70 Architecture (2005)

13 

The History of the GPU 

It’s one thing to recognize the future potential of a new processing architecture. 
It’s another to build a market before that potential can be achieved. There were 
attempts to build chip-scale parallel processors in the 1990s, but the limited 
transistor budgets in those days favored more sophisticated single-core designs. 

The real path toward GPU computing began, not with GPUs, but with non-
programmable 3G-graphics accelerators. Multi-chip 3D rendering engines were 
developed by multiple companies starting in the 1980s, but by the mid-1990s it 
became possible to integrate all the essential elements onto a single chip. From 
1994 to 2001, these chips progressed from the simplest pixel-drawing functions to 
implementing the full 3D pipeline: transforms, lighting, rasterization, texturing, 
depth testing, and display. 

NVIDIA’s GeForce 3 in 2001 introduced programmable pixel shading to the 
consumer market. The programmability of this chip was very limited, but later 
GeForce products became more flexible and faster, adding separate programmable 
engines for vertex and geometry shading. This evolution culminated in the GeForce 
7800, shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. The GeForce 7800 had three kinds of programmable engines for different stages 

of the 3D pipeline plus several additional stages of configurable and fixed-function logic. 
(Source: NVIDIA) 
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NVIDIA G80 “Tesla” Architecture (2007) 

14 

So-called general-purpose GPU (GPGPU) programming evolved as a way to 
perform non-graphics processing on these graphics-optimized architectures, 
typically by running carefully crafted shader code against data presented as vertex 
or texture information and retrieving the results from a later stage in the pipeline. 
Though sometimes awkward, GPGPU programming showed great promise. 

Managing three different programmable engines in a single 3D pipeline led to 
unpredictable bottlenecks; too much effort went into balancing the throughput of 
each stage. In 2006, NVIDIA introduced the GeForce 8800, as Figure 4 shows. This 
design featured a “unified shader architecture” with 128 processing elements 
distributed among eight shader cores. Each shader core could be assigned to any 
shader task, eliminating the need for stage-by-stage balancing and greatly 
improving overall performance. 

 
Figure 4. The GeForce 8800 introduced a unified shader architecture with just one kind 

of programmable processing element that could be used for multiple purposes. Some simple 
graphics operations still used special-purpose logic. (Source: NVIDIA) 

The 8800 also introduced CUDA, the industry’s first C-based development 
environment for GPUs. (CUDA originally stood for “Compute Unified Device 
Architecture,” but the longer name is no longer spelled out.) CUDA delivered an 
easier and more effective programming model than earlier GPGPU approaches. 



AMD Radeon HD 2900 “TeraScale” Architecture (2007)



NVIDIA GK104 “Kepler” Architecture (2012)
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Kepler Architecture In-Depth (GeForce GTX 680) 
Like Fermi, Kepler GPUs are composed of different configurations of Graphics Processing Clusters 
(GPCs), Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs), and memory controllers. The GeForce GTX 680 GPU consists 
of four GPCs, eight next-generation Streaming Multiprocessors (SMX), and four memory controllers.  

 

Figure 1: GeForce GTX 680 Block Diagram 
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Figure 2: GeForce GTX 680 SMX 
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NVIDIA GM204 “Maxwell” Architecture (2014)
GeForce GTX 980 Whitepaper 

GM204 HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE 
IN-DEPTH 

 

 

6 
 

GM204 Hardware Architecture In-Depth 

 

Figure 2: GM204 Full-chip block diagram 

Like Fermi and Kepler, GM204 is composed of an array of Graphics Processing Clusters (GPCs), Streaming 

Multiprocessors (SMs), and memory controllers. GM204 consists of four GPCs, 16 Maxwell SMs (SMM), 

and four memory controllers. GeForce GTX 980 uses the full complement of these architectural 

components (if you are not well versed in these structures, we suggest you first read the Kepler and 

Fermi whitepapers). 

Another version of the chip, with 13 SMs, will ship concurrently and be called GeForce GTX 970. In the 

future we plan to offer additional products based on GM204 that will ship with different combinations 

of GPCs, SMs, and memory controllers to address various segments of the graphics market.  

GeForce GTX 980 Whitepaper 

GM204 HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE 

IN-DEPTH 
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from 32 to 64. Again, thanks to the added benefit of higher clocks, pixel fill-rate is actually more than 

double that of GTX 680: 72 Gpixels/sec for GTX 980 versus 32.2 Gpixels/sec for GTX 680. 

The memory subsystem has also been significantly revamped. GTX 980’s memory clock is over 15% 
higher than GTX 680, and GM204’s cache is larger and more efficient than Kepler’s design, reducing the 
number of memory requests that have to be made to DRAM. Improvements in our implementation of 

memory compression provide a further benefit in reducing DRAM traffic—effectively amplifying the raw 

DRAM bandwidth in the system.  

Maxwell Streaming Multiprocessor 

The SM is the heart of our GPUs. Almost 

every operation flows through the SM at 

some point in the rendering pipeline. 

Maxwell GPUs feature a new SM that’s 
been designed to provide dramatically 

improved performance per watt than prior 

GeForce GPUs.  

Compared to GPUs based on our Kepler 

architecture, Maxwell’s new SMM design 

has been reconfigured to improve 

efficiency. Each SMM contains four warp 

schedulers, and each warp scheduler is 

capable of dispatching two instructions per 

warp every clock. Compared to Kepler’s 
scheduling logic, we’ve integrated a 

number of improvements in the scheduler 

to further reduce redundant re-

computation of scheduling decisions, 

improving energy efficiency. We’ve also 
integrated a completely new datapath 

organization. Whereas Kepler’s SM shipped 
with 192 CUDA Cores—a non-power-of-two 

organization—the Maxwell SMM is 

partitioned into four distinct 32-CUDA core 

processing blocks (128 CUDA cores total 

per SM), each with its own dedicated 

resources for scheduling and instruction 

buffering. This new configuration in 

Maxwell aligns with warp size, making it 

easier to utilize efficiently and saving area 

Figure 3: GM204 SMM Diagram (GM204 also features 4 DP units per 
SMM, which are not depicted on this diagram) 
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slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University

What is Graphics?

• Generating images! 

• Create them 
– Modeling 
– Animation 
– Rendering 
• Manipulate them 

– Imaging



slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University

What is in 5625?

• Generating images 
• Modern Graphics Pipeline 
• Create them 

– Modeling 
– Animation 
– Rendering 
• Manipulate them 

– Imaging 
• Focus on Interactive Graphics



Modeling



Subdivision Surfaces



Kavita Bala, Cornell University

LOD: Level-of-Detail



Kavita Bala, Cornell University

LOD: Level-of-Detail



Animation



Morph Targets

José Alves da Silva—Corlyorn Family (Vodafone campaign)



Game Programming Wiki (gpwiki.org)

Panozzo & Jacobson, libigl tutorial (libigl.github.io/libigl)

http://gpwiki.org
http://libigl.github.io/libigl


Rendering



slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University

Rob Cook’s vases

Source: Cook, Torrance 1981



slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University

Texture Mapping

• Bump Maps 
• Normal Maps 
• Environment Maps 
• Irradiance Maps 
• ….



slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University

Displacement Maps



slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University

Filtered Environment Mapping
• Environment map à radiance 
• Filter this map à irradiance (diffuse lighting) 
• Fast diffuse and ambient (just a lookup, or eqn)



slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University

Anti Aliasing of TMs 
and Theory of Sampling 



slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University



slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University

Shadow Algorithms

• Crucial for spatial and depth perception



slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University

Shadow Maps

• Introduced by Lance Williams (SIGGRAPH 1978) 
• Render scene from light’s view 
– black is far, white is close



slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University

Shadow Volumes

• Clever counting method using stencil buffer 
• Can cast shadows onto curved surfaces

Mark Kilgard, NVIDIA Inc.



slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University

Soft Shadows

• Soft shadows appear more natural  
– Hard to get soft shadows in hardware



slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University

Ambient Occlusion



Imaging



Modeling flare in a camera lens

Physically-Based Real-Time Lens Flare Rendering

Matthias Hullin1 Elmar Eisemann2,3 Hans-Peter Seidel1,3 Sungkil Lee4,1

1 MPI Informatik 2 Télécom ParisTech 3 Saarland University 4 Sungkyunkwan University

Figure 1: Complex lens flare generated by a Canon zoom lens. Left: reference photos. Right: renderings generated using our technique at
comparable settings. Even with many unknowns in the lens design and scene composition, as well as manufacturing tolerances in the real lens,
the renderings closely reproduce the “personality” of the flare.

Abstract

Lens flare is caused by light passing through a photographic lens
system in an unintended way. Often considered a degrading artifact,
it has become a crucial component for realistic imagery and an artis-
tic means that can even lead to an increased perceived brightness.
So far, only costly offline processes allowed for convincing simu-
lations of the complex light interactions. In this paper, we present
a novel method to interactively compute physically-plausible flare
renderings for photographic lenses. The underlying model covers
many components that are important for realism, such as imperfec-
tions, chromatic and geometric lens aberrations, and antireflective
lens coatings. Various acceleration strategies allow for a perfor-
mance/quality tradeoff, making our technique applicable both in
real-time applications and in high-quality production rendering. We
further outline artistic extensions to our system.

CR Categories: I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Image Generation

Keywords: Lens flare, Real-time rendering

Contact to authors:
{hullin hpseidel}@mpi-inf.mpg.de
elmar.eisemann@telecom-paristech.fr
sungkil@skku.edu (Corresponding author)

1 Introduction

Lens flare is an effect caused by light passing through a photographic
lens in any other way than the one intended by design—most im-
portantly through interreflection between optical elements (ghost-
ing). Flare becomes most prominent when a small number of very
bright lights is present in a scene. In traditional photography and
cinematography, lens flare is considered a degrading artifact and
therefore undesired. Among the measures to reduce stray light in an
optical system are optimized barrel designs, anti-reflective coatings,
and lens hoods.

On the other hand, flare-like effects are often used deliberately to
suggest the presence of very bright light sources, hence increasing
the perceived realism. In fact, nowadays the use of lens flare is
every bit as popular in games as it is in image and video editing.
For the production of computer-generated movies, great effort has
been taken to model cinema lenses with all their physical flaws and
limitations [Pixar 2008].

The problem of rendering lens flare has been approached from two
ends. A very simple and efficient, but not quite accurate, technique
is the use of static textures (starbursts, circles, and rings) that move
according to the position of the light source, and are composited
additively to the base image. Flares generated from texture billboards
can look convincing in many situations, yet they fail to capture the
intricate dynamics and variations of real lens flare.

At the other end of the scale, sophisticated techniques have been
demonstrated that involve ray or path tracing through a virtual lens
with all of its optical elements. The results are near-accurate but
very costly to compute, with typical rendering times in the order of
several hours per frame on a current desktop computer. Furthermore,
many samples end up being blocked in the lens system, which wastes
much of the computation time and leads to slow convergence. Also,
the solution only holds within the limits of geometric optics. Some
phenomena encountered in real lens flares, however, are caused by
wave-optical effects. Integrating them into a ray-optical framework
is by no means trivial and further increases the computational cost.

Hullin et al. SIGGRAPH 2011



Kavita Bala, Cornell University

Tone reproduction operator



Modeling flare in the eye

Figure 14: Two highway scenes before and after the scotopic glare

algorithm. The orientation of the headlights is made obvious by the

degree of glare.

Figure 15: An indoor simulation before and after the mesopic glare

algorithm..

Figure 16: The Sun showing through leaves before and after the

photopic glare algorithm. The location of the Sun is obvious only

after the glare is added. Note that there is no lenticular halo because

the pupil of the viewer is contracted.

333

Figure 14: Two highway scenes before and after the scotopic glare

algorithm. The orientation of the headlights is made obvious by the

degree of glare.

Figure 15: An indoor simulation before and after the mesopic glare

algorithm..

Figure 16: The Sun showing through leaves before and after the

photopic glare algorithm. The location of the Sun is obvious only

after the glare is added. Note that there is no lenticular halo because

the pupil of the viewer is contracted.
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Greger et al. SIGGRAPH 2005
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CS 5625 Coursework

8 mini-assignments (probably in pairs) 
• mostly implementation, some written

• Primarily Java and OpenGL

• anticipated topics: shading, texturing, shadow, subdivision surfaces, antialiasing/filtering


Midterm exam 

Final project (groups of 2–4) 
• project proposal

• mid project evaluation

• final project demos, presentations, writeup



Shading



Mesh animation





Texture antialiasing



Reflection mapping



Deferred shading



Shadow Mapping



Soft shadows



Final project examples  
Spring 2015



Natalie Diebold, Hani Altwaijry | Portal-ish



Eridanus Collazo, John Carlos, Zeqiang Zhao | Solarcraft



PICTURES

• MOTION	  BLUR	  

• LENS	  FLARE

Eridanus Collazo, John Carlos, Zeqiang Zhao | Solarcraft



Victoria Dye, Joshua Reichler | White-Out 2k17: The Snowening



Fight	  your	  way	  through	  the	  zombie	  fairies	  to	  rescue	  Orin!

Ari Karo, Christopher Yu, Jonathan Behrens, Jeremy Cytryn | Subterranean Arsonism
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About CS5625

Prereqs 
• introductory graphics course (e.g. 4620) or instructor permission


Dissemination 
• website www.cs.cornell.edu/Courses/cs5625


- schedule (very much subject to change!)

- announcements, updates


• CMS

- homeworks, lecture notes


• Piazza

- discussion, questions

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/Courses/cs5625


Academic Integrity

Don’t copy code from Web without careful attribution 
• small snippets of, e.g. OpenGL boilerplate OK with attribution


Collaboration only when projects/homeworks are with groups 

Lots of detailed discussion is not ok 
• need to come up with answers as separate groups/individuals


Always cite sources of code and ideas 
• think carefully about who and what contributed to your work

• if you tell me what is going on, there is no AI problem



Recommended texts

Real-time Rendering 
• Akenine-Moller, Haines, Hoffman

• available via library

• not required


Other books 
• many listed on website


Online resources 
• lots of them!



Other Policies

Late policy 
• 5 free late days over the semester


- in total over all assignments

- not for the final project


• Otherwise, 10% penalty per day for up to 5 days

- after that, 0



Final project

An interactive 3D game with fancy graphics 

Open ended, needs to have technically impressive results 

Ways to impress 
• rendering: shading, shadows, global illumination, …

• modeling: splines, subdivision surfaces, procedural generation, …

• animation: particle systems, character motion, collision detection, …

• imaging: flare, antialiasing, …


Focus is on graphics, not gameplay


